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Everyman's Library. Hardcover. Condition: New. 352 pages. Dimensions: 7.2in. x 4.8in. x 1.0in.Stories
of Fatherhood gathers more than a century ofclassic short stories about having, becoming, loving,
and losing fathers. Frank OConnors hilarious tale of a tiny boys war against his paternal rival in My
Oedipus Complex sits beside Ann Packers touching portrait of a man preparing for the wonder and
terror of his first childs birth. At the other end of the lifespan, John Updikes My Fathers Tears, Jim
Shepards The Mortality of Parents, and William Maxwells The man who lost his father bring us face
to face with a loss that is like no other. In between, we encounter a full range of emotions
connecting men and their offspring: tenderness and devotion, anxiety and incomprehension,
admiration and regret. Powerful patriarchs cast a long shadow in Katherine Mansfields The
Daughters of the Late Colonel and D. H. Lawrences The Christening, while Edith Whartons His
Fathers Son sheds a more ironic light on the paternal legacy. E. L. Doctorows young protagonist,
forced to write letters impersonating his dead father, arrives at a deeper understanding of him,
while in Helen Simpsons Sorry an old mans hearing aid seems to reveal what...
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Reviews
Thorough information! Its this kind of very good read. It is writter in basic words and not hard to understand. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for regarding should you question me).
-- Roel B og isich Sr .
Comprehensive information! Its this type of very good read. It is writter in basic words instead of hard to understand. You are going to like how the article
writer compose this pdf.
-- Ma bel Cor win
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